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Abstract: In this paper, the steady two-dimensional stagnation-point flow of a viscoelastic Walters’ B’ fluid over a
stretching surface is examined. It is assumed that the fluid impinges on the wall obliquely. Using similarity
variables, the governing partial differential equations are transformed into a set of two non-dimensional
ordinary differential equations. These equations are then solved numerically using the shooting method
with a finite-difference technique.
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1. Introduction

In the history of fluid dynamics, considerable attention hasbeen given to the study of stagnation-point flows becauseof their importance in many engineering applications. Insome situations, flow is stagnated by a solid wall, whilein others a free stagnation-point or line exists interiorto the fluid domain. The theoretical study of the flowof a viscous (Newtonian) fluid near the two-dimensionalstagnation point on a semi-infinite wall has been first doneby Hiemenz [1] in 1911. In a stagnation-point, a rigid ora stretching wall occupies the entire horizontal axis andthe fluid domain is y > 0. The fluid impinges on the wall
∗E-mail: fotini.labropulu@uregina.ca

either orthogonally or obliquely.The flow of a fluid over a stretching plate is importantin many industrial processes. The extrusion of plasticsheets, fabrication of adhesive tapes and application ofcoating layers onto rigid substrates are some of the ex-amples. Polymer sheets are manufactured by continuousextrusion of the polymer from a die to a windup roller.The thin polymer sheet constitutes a continuously mov-ing surface with a non-uniform velocity though the am-bient fluid [2]. Crane [3] and McCormack and Crane [4]investigated the steady two-dimensional flow of an in-compressible fluid over a stretching sheet which moves inits own plane with a velocity varying linearly with thedistance from a fixed point due to the application of auniform stress. Afterwards, several authors [5–9] have in-vestigated various aspects of this problem such as the ef-fects of surface mass transfer, thermal conductivity or wall
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temperature (heat flux). McLeod and Rajagopal [10] havestudied the uniqueness of the exact solution of the flow ofa Newtonian fluid due to a stretching boundary. Chiam[11] studied the steady two-dimensional stagnation-pointflow of a viscous incompressible fluid towards a stretchingsurface when it is stretched in its own plane with a veloc-ity proportional to the distance from the stagnation point.Mahapatra and Gupta [12] studied the heat transfer ina stagnation-point flow towards a stretching sheet whenit is stretched in its own plane with a velocity propor-tional to the distance from the stagnation point. Lok et al.[13] investigated the non-orthogonal stagnation-point flowtowards a stretching sheet and they found that the freestream obliqueness is the shift of the stagnation point to-ward the incoming flow and it depends on the inclinationangle. Reza and Gupta [14], and Mahapatra et al. [15]studied the steady two-dimensional oblique stagnation-point flow and heat transfer of a Newtonian fluid towardsa stretching surface.In recent years, considerable attention has been given tonon-Newtonian fluids because of their importance in in-dustrial applications. The equations of motion of such flu-ids are highly non-linear and one order higher than theNavier-Stokes equations. For this reason, one will requireboundary conditions in addition to the non-slip conditionto have a well-posed problem. Only in some special caseswhere the higher order nonlinear terms in these equationscan be neglected thereby reducing their order, are the “no-slip” condition sufficient to yield unique solutions. In gen-eral, Rajagopal [16], Rajagopal and Gupta [17], Rajagopal[18] and Rajagopal and Kaloni [19] have shown that theabsence of this additional boundary condition leads tonon-unique solutions for problems involving the flow ofsecond grade fluids in a bounded domain. Therefore, the“no-slip” condition is insufficient to solve the equationsof motions of second-grade fluids completely when thehigher-order non-linearities in these equations cannot beignored. Rajagopal et al. [20] studied steady flow of asecond-order fluid past a stretching sheet. The tempera-ture distribution of a steady flow of a second-order fluidwas investigated by Bhattacharyya et al. [21]. Mahapa-tra and Gupta [22] considered the stagnation-point flow ofa viscoelastic fluid towards a stretching surface. In theirwork the fluid impinges the wall orthogonally.In this paper, the steady two-dimensional stagnation-point flow of a viscoelastic Walters’ B’ fluid over a stretch-ing surface is examined. It is assumed that the fluid im-pinges on the wall obliquely. This flow appears when aviscous fluid jet impinges on a wall obliquely. In particu-lar, we investigate the behaviour of the Walters’ B’ fluidnear the wall for different values of the viscoelastic pa-rameter. Using similarity variables, the governing partial

differential equations are transformed into a set of twonon-dimensional ordinary differential equations. Theseequations are then solved numerically using the shoot-ing method with a finite-difference technique. It is worthmentioning to this end that there are various analyticaltechniques to solve nonlinear differential equations aris-ing in physics and engineering. Thus, various perturbationand non-perturbation techniques such as small param-eter method and homotopy perturbation method (HAM),which has acquired a lot of credence in tackling nonlin-ear problems arising in the literature involving Newtonianand non-Newtonian fluids (see Hayat et al. [23–28]).

Figure 1. A sketch of the physical plane.

2. Basic equations
Consider the steady two-dimensional flow of a viscoelasticWalters’ B’ fluid near a non-orthogonal stagnation pointat a stretching flat plate coinciding with the line y = 0 ,the flow being confined to y > 0 . Cartesian coordinates(x, y) fixed in space are taken, the x-axis being along theplate and the y-axis normal to it, respectively as shownin Figure 1. The steady two-dimensional flow of a vis-coelastic Walters’ B’ fluid is described by the followingequations, see Beard and Walters [29],
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(3)

where u and v are the velocity components along the xand y axes, respectively, p is the fluid pressure, ρ is thedensity, ν = µ
ρ is the kinematic viscosity, k0 is a measureof the viscoelasticity of the fluid and ∇2 is the Laplacianin Cartesian coordinates (x, y).Continuity equation (1) implies the existence of a stream-function ψ(x, y) such that

u = ∂ψ
∂y , v = −∂ψ∂x . (4)

Substitution of (4) in equations (2) and (3) and eliminationof pressure from the resulting equations using pxy = pyxyields
∂(ψ,∇2ψ)
∂(x, y) + k0

ρ
∂(ψ,∇4ψ)
∂(x, y) + ν∇4ψ = 0. (5)

The boundary conditions at the wall are given by
ψ = 0, ∂ψ

∂y = cx at y = 0, (6)
where c > 0 is a constant which has the units of inversetime.Following Stuart [30], Tamada [31] and Dorrepaal [32], itcan be assumed that the streamfunction ψ far from thewall has the form

ψ = ax y+ 12by2 as y→∞, (7)
where a, and b are constants.We now introduce the following non-dimensional variables

x = x
√
c
ν , y = y

√
c
ν , ψ = ψ

ν . (8)
Substituting (8) into equation (5), we obtain

∂(ψ,∇2ψ)
∂(x, y) +We∂(ψ,∇4ψ)

∂(x, y) + ∇4ψ = 0, (9)

where We = k0c
ρν is the Weissenberg number and theboundary conditions (6) and (7) can be written as

ψ = 0, ∂ψ
∂y = x at y = 0, (10)

ψ = a
c x y+ 12 γy2 as y→∞, (11)

where γ = b/c represents the shear in the free stream.A physical quantity of interest is the skin friction whichcan be written in non-dimensional form as
τw = {∂2ψ
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(12)

3. Solutions
The boundary conditions (11) suggest that the streamfunc-tion ψ(x, y) has the form

ψ(x, y) = x F (y) + G(y), (13)
where the functions F (y) and G(y) are referring as thenormal component and tangential component of the flowrespectively.Substituting equation (13) into (9), we obtain, after oneintegration, the following ordinary differential equations

F ′′′ + F F ′′ + a2
c2 − F ′2+We

(
F F (iv) − 2F ′ F ′′′ + F ′′2) = 0, (14)

G′′′ + F G′′ − F ′ G′+We
(
F G(iv) − F ′ G′′′ + F ′′ G′′ − F ′′′ G′

) = Aγ
(15)

subject to
F (0) = 0, F ′(0) = 1, F ′(∞) = a

c , (16)
G(0) = G′(0) = 0, G′′(∞) = γ. (17)

An analysis of equation (14) implies that F (y) behaves as
F (y) = (a/c)y + A as y → ∞, where A = A(We, a/c)is a constant that accounts for the boundary layer dis-placement. The value of A = A(We, a/c) is determined
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We a/c = 0.1 a/c = 0.5 a/c = 1.1 a/c = 1.20.0 -0.9693 -0.6672 0.1642 0.33770.001 -0.9699 -0.6678 0.16449 0.33810.01 -0.9747 -0.6728 0.16651 0.34260.05 -0.9971 -0.6967 0.17646 0.36460.07 -1.0089 -0.7095 0.18214 0.37730.1 -1.0271 -0.7299 0.19177 0.39920.2 -1.0955 -0.8101 0.2392 0.51390.3 -1.1777 -0.9141 0.35198 0.8499
Table 1. Numerical values of F ′′(0) for different values of We and a

c .

by solving numerically equation (14) subject to boundaryconditions (16).Equation (14) subject to boundary conditions (16) is solvednumerically using the shooting method with a finite dif-ference technique. Numerical values of F ′′(0) for differentvalues of the elasticity of the fluid, We and a/c are shownin Table 1. These values are in good agreement withthe results obtained by Lok et al. [13] when We = 0.0and the values reported by Mahapatra and Gupta [22]. Intheir work, Mahapatra and Gupta [22] used a perturbationtechnique to solve equation (14) subject to (16). Figure2 shows the profiles of F ′ for various values of We when
a/c = 1.2. Figure 3 depicts the profiles of F ′ for various
a/c when We = 0.1. We notice that as the elasticity ofthe fluid increases, the velocity near the wall increaseswhen a/c > 1 and decreases when 0 < a/c < 1. We alsoobserved that the velocity near the wall increases as a/cis increasing.

Figure 2. Variation of F ′(y) with a/c = 1.2 and various We.

Figure 3. Variation of F ′(y) with We = 0.1 and various a/c.

Introducing a new variable
G′(y) = γH(y), (18)

equation (15) with boundary conditions (17) can be writtenas
H ′′ + F H ′ − F ′H+We

(
F H ′′′ − F ′H ′′ + F ′′H ′ − F ′′′H

) = A,
(19)

H(0) = 0, H ′(∞) = 1. (20)
The boundary value problem for H(y) is solved numericallyusing finite differencing and the numerical results for H ′(0)are given in Table 2 for different values of We. Figure 4depicts the profiles of H ′(y) for various values of We when
a/c = 1.2.
We a/c = 0.1 a/c = 0.5 a/c = 1.1 a/c = 1.20.0 32.7505 7.1765 0.34300.01 32.6015 7.1851 0.1850 -0.56000.05 31.9474 7.2134 0.1567 -0.62200.1 30.9900 7.2313 0.1167 -0.71230.2 28.5862 7.1863 0.0184 -0.95720.3 25.5095 7.0054 -0.1133 -1.4116

Table 2. Numerical values of H′(0) for different values of We and a
c .

Employing (13) and (18) in (12), the non-dimensional skinfriction can be written as
τw = x (1 + 3We)F ′′(0) + (1 + 2We) γ H ′(0), (21)
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where numerical values of F ′′(0) and H ′(0) are given inTable 1 and 2 respectively.

Figure 4. Variation of H′(y) with a/c = 1.2 and various We.

4. Discussion and conclusions
The oblique stagnation-point flow of a viscoelastic fluidtowards a stretching surface was studied. It was foundthat, as the Weissenberg number is increasing the velocityand the skin friction near the wall are increasing. Thestreamlines for the oblique flow can be calculated usingequation (18) for different values of We. In particular,the streamline ψ = 0 meets the wall at x = xs (point ofstagnation and zero skin friction) where, from (21), xs isgiven by

xs = − (1 + 2We)γ H ′(0)(1 + 3We)F ′′(0) , (22)
where numerical values of F ′′(0) and H ′(0) are given inTables 1 and 2.The Maclaurin series for F (y) and G(y) near the wall
y = 0 are given by

F (y) = y+ 12y2F ′′(0) + 16y3F ′′′(0), (23)
G(y) = 12γy2H ′(0) + 16y3γH ′′(0). (24)

Thus, the streamfuction ψ(x, y) near the wall is given by
ψ(x, y) = xy+ 12xy2F ′′(0) + 16xy3F ′′′(0)

+12y2γH ′(0) + 16y3γH ′′(0) + ...
(25)

which can be rewritten as
ψ(x, y) = y

[
x + 12γH ′(0)y+O(xy)] . (26)

Thus near the wall, the dividing streamline ψ = 0 has theequation
x + 12yγH ′(0) = 0 (27)

and its slope ms near the wall is given by
ms = − 2

γH ′(0) . (28)
Letting m∞ to be the slope of the dividing streamline farfrom the wall, we find that m∞ = − 2 ac

γ . Thus, the ratio
R = ms

m∞ is found to be
R = ms

m∞
= 1

a
cH ′(0) . (29)

From equation (29), we conclude that the slope ratio de-pends on the Weissenberg number We but is independentof the angle of incidence γ of the dividing streamline atinfinity. The same conclusion is true for the Newtonianfluid as reported by Dorrepaal [32].Table 1 shows that as We is increasing, F ′′(0) is decreas-ing and as a/c increases then F ′′(0) is also increasing. Itcan been seen from Table 1 that when a/c < 1, the magni-tude of F ′′(0) decreases with increasing a/c for all valuesof We considered. But when a/c > 1, F ′′(0) increaseswith increasing a/c for all values of We considered andthis is consistent with the fact that there is progressivethinning of the viscoelastic boundary layer with increasein a/c. Table 2 shows that as We and a/c are increasingthen H ′(0) is decreasing.Figure 2 shows the dimensionless velocity profiles of F ′(y)for a/c = 1.2 and various values of We while Figure3 depicts the dimensionless velocity profiles of F ′(y) for
We = 0.1 and various values of a/c. Figure 2 shows thatwhen a/c < 1, the dimensionless horizontal velocity F ′(y)at a point decreases with increase inWe.We observe fromFigure 3 that as the stretching parameter a/c is increas-ing the velocity is also increasing. We can also noticethat the viscoelastic flow has a boundary layer structurefor values of a/c > 1 and the thickness of this boundarylayer decreases with increase in a/c. Physically, this isexplained due to the fact that a fixed value of c (such that
a/c > 1) implies increase in the straining motion near thestagnation-point region resulting in increased accelera-tion of the external stream. This leads to thinning of theboundary layer with increase in a/c. The same is true for
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Figure 5. Streamline pattern for oblique flow when We = 0.1, α/c =1.2 and γ = 20.

the Newtonian fluid as reported by Mahapatra and Gupta[12]. Further, it is worth noticing from Figure 3 that when
a/c < 1, the flow has an inverted boundary layer struc-ture. This results in from the fact that when a/c < 1, thestretching velocity cx of the surface exceeds the stagna-tion velocity ax of the external stream. It is interesting tonote that when a/c = 1, equation (14) subject to boundaryconditions (16), has an exact analytical solution F (y) = y.This leads to u = ax and v = −ay. From this, one caninfer that when a/c = 1, the velocity distribution near thestretching surface is the same as that of the inviscid flow(flow away from the surface), so that no boundary layer isformed near the surface. Figure 4 depicts the profiles of
H ′(y) for various values of We when a/c = 1.2.

Figure 6. Streamline pattern for oblique flow when We = 0.1, α/c =1.2 and γ = −40.

The streamline pattern for the oblique flow for We = 0.1,

a
c = 1.2 and γ = 20 is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6depicts the streamline pattern for We = 0.1, a

c = 1.2 and
γ = −40.
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